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Introduction

There have been discussions in Estonia on the topic of whether Estonia should have a positive credit reporting system. This has raised several questions, but mainly on the data protection field. What data should be processed? Would this data that would be shown in the registry impinge data subjects, ultimately consumers, right to have privacy? What is considered as personal data? Is this kind of data considered as information that should not be shown under circumstances where one party has may be a legitimate interests?

Yes, the positive credit reporting registry and the idea of creating one raises a lot of questions. It is understandable why as all people are at the end of the day consumers, and just normal people, who want to feel safe and protected from people with cruel intentions. Can it be said that a creditor has bad intentions when it wants to see information on a debtor who is applying for a credit? Should it not be considered OK that a creditor wishes to evaluate the creditworthiness of the debtor?

The hypothesis of this thesis that positive credit reporting system is justified and it should have a green light in Estonia for making one. The thesis will analyse first credit reporting and the possible ways of running one. Next it will analyse the idea in Estonia to create it and what are the notes that should be taken into account when there should be a green light for creating one. Should the responsible lending already state yes, or is there more, such as balancing test. Last section of the thesis will be personal data and the “Yes” and “NO” on positive credit reporting system.
1. Credit Reporting

After the worldwide financial crisis\(^1\) that took place not so long time ago, some Estonia's credit institutions have expressed their thoughts on to make a valid and well-working positive credit reporting system.\(^2\) Credit reporting means the use of information about persons', mainly natural person’s, financial obligations.\(^3\) It is fairly sensitive information, considering that a creditor has access to see what kind of financial obligation or in a financial situation a person is. Thoughts on creating a positive credit reporting system raises question whether such kind is necessary?\(^4\) So far Estonia has a private credit bureau which is known as Krediidiinfo AS (Credit Info Ltd).\(^5\)

Now when a lender has to make the decision whether to grant the credit or not, a full picture of a client’s financial position and outstanding debt obligation is needed. To estimate a person’s creditworthiness in a useful way is to prevent irrelevant lending and borrowing. So the information accessed for it has to reflect the indebtedness of the client and the likelihood, that if the borrower will grant a loan to the client, it will be a very good chance that it will be paid back. This means that credit reporting has to contain and reflect accurate data about the borrower.\(^6\)

Credit reporting is simply said a system for collecting, sharing and using appropriate data for the purposes of making decisions related to credit contracts and / or managing credit agreements.\(^7\) This system contains data that is related to individuals as 1) the data subjects; 2) creditors as the data providers and as users for the system; & 3) credit register operators

---

2 Kaido Saar “Andmebaas teeb laenud odavamaks”, Äripäev 2013, see here: http://www.riigiala.ee/apps/pbcs.dll/article?avis=EA&date=20131101&category=OPINION&loopeNo=310159957&Ref=AR&template=printart (last accessed 03.11.2014)
3 Dieter Steinbauer & Elina Pyykkö “Towards Better Use of Credit Reporting in Europe”, CEPS-ECRI Task Force Report, September 2013, p 1
4 Ibid
7 Ibid, p 1
as credit system data collectors, processors and suppliers of the data.\textsuperscript{8} Data providers can be 1) the creditors themselves, 2) private credit reference agencies, public credit registers, public authorities, or 3) some other official licensed data controller in a sole or joint capacity.\textsuperscript{9} The scope for using credit reporting, meaning after the creditor has assessed the creditworthiness of the client, and also its functioning depends largely on the legislative framework of the country where the credit reporting institute is.\textsuperscript{10}

When talking about credit reporting it always raises the question why is it needed? Simply said, information sharing improves creditors’ knowledge of their clients, also potential ones characteristics, which allows creditors to make more accurate decisions and monitor clients’ loan performance more effectively.\textsuperscript{11}

The advantages of information sharing by creating a credit registry is: 1) it improves a bank’s knowledge about the clients’ characteristics and in turn scales down adverse selection and facilitates more precise credit pricing; 2) it scales down bank’s informational rents\textsuperscript{12}, which for example is a possibility of realizing extra profits on the exclusively available information, which can be seen as the possibility to increase the competition in banking market; 3) due to the registry, the clients of the creditors are more disciplined (in order not to get bad reputation) & 4) reduces the incentives to over-borrow with the multiple lenders.\textsuperscript{13}

Credit reporting has a significant role in minimising risks to over-borrowing with the multiple lenders as creditors have an access to check from a reliable source the current information about the client and thereby helping to provide consumers with responsible and sustainable access to credit.\textsuperscript{14} Responsible lending will be discussed further in the thesis. As credit reporting is a good way to grant credit in a responsible way and to ensure

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{8} Ibid
\item \textsuperscript{9} Ibid
\item \textsuperscript{10} Ibid, p 11
\item \textsuperscript{11} Ibid, p 15-16
\item \textsuperscript{12} Informational rent is when a bank acquires proprietary firm-specific information that is unavailable to other banks. See C. Schenone “Lending Relationships and Information Rents: Do Banks Exploit Their Information Advantages?”, University of Virginia, 2007, p 2
\item \textsuperscript{13} Julia Kiraly & Katalin Merő „The Missing Credit Information System in Hungary“, Journal of Internet Banking and Commerce, April 2011, vol. 16, no. 1, p 8
\item \textsuperscript{14} See fn 3, p 10
\end{itemize}
that the client himself is included in the process,\textsuperscript{15} Estonian credit market should create a functioning accurate system.

There are three possibilities to create a data reporting registry: 1) exchange among public registers; 2) exchange among commercial reporting agencies & 3) exchange among consumer reporting agencies.\textsuperscript{16} Of course with data collection for credit reporting come risks as well. For example transmission of delicate information among unauthorised third parties, possibly even for identity theft.\textsuperscript{17} Even though there are benefits from an accurate credit reporting system, some stakeholders have expressed their concern about data sharing among the banking industry. It is worrying that it may cause the exclusion from some services. The usability of the data collected and processed in the system is an issue that requires control on multiple levels.\textsuperscript{18}

As mentioned above, there are few possibilities of credit reporting systems – public credit registers (PCR) and private credit bureaus (CB). These organisations collect credit data on natural persons and legal entities. Both of them reduce exogenous information asymmetries, increase clients’ discipline and make credit rationing better.\textsuperscript{19} Comprehensive credit reporting is based on the collection of data from a large variety of sources and sectors, which may include retail, telecoms, energy, water, insurance etc.\textsuperscript{20} In most of the EU’s Member States are credit reporting systems.\textsuperscript{21} Complete credit registers are in Austria, Belgium, UK, Netherlands, Ireland, Italy and Sweden. From the non-EU countries systems are in the US and Norway.\textsuperscript{22}

Further below it will be discussed more about PCRs and Cbs.

\textsuperscript{15} See fn 3, p 3
\textsuperscript{16} N. Jentzsch “Do We Need a European Directive for Credit Reporting”, CESifo DICE Report 2/2007, p 2
\textsuperscript{17} See fn 3, p 29
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid
\textsuperscript{20} See fn 3, p 27
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid, p 29
\textsuperscript{22} See fn 13, p 5
1.1. Public Credit Register

Public Credit Register (PCR) institutions are typically in Europe, where they first originated and evolved with the purpose of providing an information system for supervisors to analyse bank portfolios and to look after the health and soundness of the overall financial system of a country, which also included the level of the borrower indebtedness.\(^{23}\) In the PCR systems there is also a two-way flow of clients’ credit data between the creditors and the centralised database. The first flow is from the participating institutions to the public credit registry. PCRs have complete coverage of the financial institutions of a country.\(^{24}\) Under this kind of system, no bank lender is left out as may happen for example when parties are free to comply with the system. PCRs also avoid the risk that even if there are credit reporting institutions, then the creditors will not choose to which to report to get data.\(^{25}\) Creditors, where there is a fully working public-credit reporting system would have to collaborate with PCRs as there would not be boundaries for accessing information.\(^{26}\)

Belgium is one of the few countries where the exchange of credit information in the country is being managed by the National Bank of Belgium, who operates its Central Individual Credit Register. But the Belgian credit bureau thus distinguishes itself from the other ACCIS (Association of Consumer Credit Information Suppliers) members by being the only partially state-owned entity.\(^{27}\)

PCR normally will not pose any risk of being strategically misused to distort competition.\(^{28}\) These kind of registries report the coverage of individuals and companies by a public credit registry with information on their repayment history, unpaid debts, or credit outstanding from the past 5 years. This is also expressed as a % of the adult population. PCRs are known as registries that are managed by the public sector, in most cases by the central bank or the superintendent banks. They collect data on the creditworthiness of borrowers (both

\(^{24}\) Ibid
\(^{25}\) Ibid
\(^{26}\) Ibid
\(^{27}\) M. Rothemund & M. Gerhardt “The European Credit Information Landscape. An analysis of a survey of credit bureaus in Europe”, p 3
\(^{28}\) See fn 19, p 27
as natural person and legal entity) in the financial system and make the collected data available to financial institutions.29

1.2. Private Credit Bureau

A private credit bureau (CB) is defined as a private firm or non-profit organisation that maintains a database on the creditworthiness of borrowers (both natural persons and legal entities) in the financial system and facilitates the exchange of credit information among banks and financial institutions.30 With only very few exceptions, the collection and redistribution of credit information in Europe is a for-profit business. Non-profit basis is only in Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, Serbia and Slovenia. The % of the profit action is 83% and for non-profit 17%.31

CB's main feature is that they are profit seeking companies, which are subject to the same rules and regulations as every incorporated company doing business in the marketplace. In most cases they have a broad range of client members, from banks to non-bank creditors and include a wide range of businesses and agencies. Usually country’s legislation does not require creditors to consult their CBs databases prior to the underwriting of a credit.32 Creditors check CB’s databases only when they feel the need to do so.33

CBs do not necessarily collect information on the same populations across countries. According to some surveys the coverage figures per country is that CBs register data for different products34, such as consumer credit, mortgage loans etc. CBs generally store information on non-national borrowers. Some CBs do not check the records on the existing entries of decreased persons or citizens with new ID numbers and the non deletion of their old entries.35

CBs provide their clients, creditors, with additional related services, in particular statistical

29 See fn 3, p 24  
30 See fn 23, p 24  
31 See fn 27, p 3  
32 See fn 23, p 5  
33 Ibid  
34 See fn 27, p 2  
models that produce and sell credit-scoring services by rating clients according to their credit history and profile, which are derived from processing data, which is gathered from different sources. The reports cover information from the past 5 years – expressed as a % of the adult population.

1.3. Information in Credit Reporting

There are reasons why private and public credit reporting institutions may be complements to each other. For example, CBs may provide a greater degree of detail than PCRs, may merge other types of information with banking record or may provide credit-scoring services to lenders. Therefore, a debtor may obtain a clearer assessment of a credit applicant’s solvency by accessing both the relevant PCR and a CB than by confining himself to only one of these two sources of information.

So what information is meant when talking about the collection of data for credit reporting? According to some surveys the CBs store negative data on individuals and three quarters of them also positive data. The stored data contains information on consumer, credit application, legal information or loan data. Consumer data is name and address; date of birth, gender and identification number or tax number. Only few CBs register personal information on income, family groups and assets. Credit application data is enquiries from lenders and other requests, rejected cheque list and other data such as stoppage, enquiries by customers for own credit reports, but also other bureaus' negative data and business phone filer for identification checks. Legal information is about bankruptcy and court judgements. Loan data is information about taken loans, home purchases and / or mortgages and credit ad store cards, but also on overdrafts and retail credit. Much less keep tracks of telecoms, mail orders and utilities. The last but not least information that is in most cases collected in credit reporting is information about payment. The data source can either be the client (one who buys the credit reporting service) himself, a public

---

36 Ibid  
37 See fn 3, p 24  
39 See fn 27, p 11-12  
40 Ibid  
register or the consumer. Usually it is the client or a public as the source of data. Rarely comes the financial / credit information from consumers themselves, although they are sometimes drawn on as an additional source identification data, for example name, address, gender, date of birth and / or ID.\textsuperscript{42}

Who buys the information service? On the client side there are approximately fourteen groups, who are: banks, leasing companies, credit card suppliers, mortgage providers, retail credit suppliers, insurance companies, debt collectors, enforcement divisions (courts, tax authorities and the police), government departments, telecommunication companies, internet providers, television suppliers, utilities and brokers.\textsuperscript{43} Main information sources for the credit reporting are banks and leasing companies.\textsuperscript{44} It is understandable why these two are the main sources, because banks and leasing companies take the most likely risk when handing out the loan to the their customer.

Both PCRs and CBs are institutions which collect credit data on natural and / or legal persons. They reduce exogenous information asymmetries, increase borrower discipline and improve credit rationing.\textsuperscript{45} Negative information is data about defaults on payments, delays, delinquencies, and bankruptcies. Positive information refers to data on the borrowers credit commitments, payments and other details which do not constitute a default or late payment. Either way both, positive and negative information assists creditors in assessing the creditworthiness of the borrower. The type of information available through the credit reporting system may affect the intensity of competition between creditors.\textsuperscript{46}

\section*{1.4. Obstacles in Credit Reporting}

Cross-border credit reporting is quite a lot in its infancy, even though ACCIS is active in encouraging of reciprocal exchange within the boundaries of the respective national regulatory frameworks.\textsuperscript{47} May be most importantly, credit reporting allows borrowers to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{42} Ibid, p 14
\item \textsuperscript{43} Ibid, p 15
\item \textsuperscript{44} Ibid
\item \textsuperscript{45} See fn 19, p 27
\item \textsuperscript{46} Ibid, p 28
\item \textsuperscript{47} See fn 27, p 5
\end{itemize}
build a credit history and to use a documented track record of responsible borrowing and repayment as a “reputation collateral” to access credit outside established lending relationships. The use of credit reporting systems is: a) all credit providers should be able to access a sufficient range of financial data on their existing or proposed customers to assist them in making a credit-granting decisions; b) the credit data that the creditor deems sufficient for an individual credit decision can be retrieved from different sources within the whole ecosystem of credit reporting; c) the decision as to what information should be used for the credit decision should be left to the creditor; & d) the standards for reporting and gathering data should be aligned at a national level to achieve comparability.

The type and extent of data the creditor requests from the credit data register depend on how much information the creditor already has about the customer. Also, the necessary information sufficient for a credit decision may depend on the type of product offered to the customer. Of course, as each person is a consumer, everybody wants a convenient and affordable access to credit. The main differences among EU Member States in terms of credit reporting systems is the extent from differences in legislative frameworks. In some Member States, data sharing is required by law, but in others, data sharing is voluntary and usually based on reciprocity. Reciprocity is a rule that ensures only those organisations that share data may receive it. Data protection rules are directly applicable to processing credit data. While data protection legislation provides the legal framework for credit reporting, the reporting and use of credit data is conducted under the framework of consumer credit legislation, which can sometimes result in conflicts. For example, in some countries, creditors are obliged by law to provide PCRs with information about the customers, while in the case of Cbs, data provision is generally agreed voluntarily and based on contractual obligations. The capital requirements directive for credit institutions and investment firms establishes the period of data retention for credit data that has to be used in credit risk models.

---

49 See fn 3, p 10
50 Ibid, p 12
51 Ibid, p 29
52 Ibid, p 31
53 See Directives 2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC
54 See fn 3, p 31
The diversity of credit reporting systems throughout the world and the absence of an internationally agreed framework for credit reporting policy targeted the World Bank to develop a set of General Principles for Credit Reporting. The World Bank states in its principles that data elements to be collected should include at least identification on the credit including amount, data of origination, maturity, outstanding amount, type of loan, default information, arrears data and transfer of the credit when applicable. With the aim of contributing to financial stability and economic growth, the access to finance and responsible lending, these principles suggest the characteristics that should be satisfied by different systems and the infrastructure needed to support these systems. For required standards in credit reporting, the legislative framework has a significant role in protecting the privacy of individuals, but also in ensuring that the required data can be accessed by authorised actors to provide the services that generate economic growth. Here come in the policy-makers, how must be placed responsibilities and liabilities on the parties on which they must be reasonably placed, as they are all network participants. These network participants are: the consumer, the creditor and the credit register. If Estonia will make a decision on creating a positive credit reporting system, this should be taken into account.

But what should it be asked when creating a legislative framework? The question is – under which circumstances should public policy create a credit reporting system, by mandating banks, to disclose their private information? If the circumstances has been cleared out, then which information should be pooled and which should be kept confidential? And not the least for how long should information remain available in credit reporting system? These questions are only some of the many policy issues that arise in the making, designing and regulating of information exchange in credit markets.

As it is known, there are three types of credit reporting systems: a) black list – the most inexpensive one, which contains only information on defaulters; b) intermediate systems – include reporting of loan amounts, so that creditors may form a more precise estimate of the total indebtedness of borrowers; & 3) the most sophisticated systems, which includes

55 See “General Principles for Credit Reporting” September 2011 by Financial Infrastructure Series. Credit Reporting Policy and Research.
56 See fn 3, p 38
57 See fn 3, p 35
58 Ibid, p 47
59 See fn 38, p 16
other forms of positive information about debtors' characteristics, for example demographic information for household and accounting information for firms. Estonia, who has expressed its thoughts to create an intermediate system, which is a positive credit reporting, but it would contain information about the debtors obligations, that come with taking a loan. In other words a register that is not in its structure as is a black list.

2. Idea of Positive Credit Reporting in Estonia

The idea to create in Estonia a positive credit information system is up from the end of 2000-s, but because of the world wide financial crisis and the Euro overtaking, the making of the positive credit reporting system was put off. From 2013 the making of a legitimate positive credit reporting system is up more and more. Due to that there is a slight debate in Estonia.

Ministry of Justice has said that in Estonia the creditors have raised the problem, that even though consumers must provider information about the economic status, it is left aside the fact, that creditors are the ones, who have the obligation by law to collect and evaluate the data before providing the loan. Due to the raised problem, the Ministry of Justice adviser Kristiina Koll has stated on the Krediidiinfo seminar on the topic “In the New Light of Consumer Credit Demands” on 31.10.2012, that Estonian law about crediting must work better and it should state clearly: a) the term “creditworthiness” must be defined as the ability to pay back the credit in the conditions set in loan contract; b) when the creditor evaluates the creditworthiness, it should be bared in mind to take into account consumers financial status, regular income and financial obligations, as well to evaluate the impact of a new loan; & c) it must be specified the creditors obligations to collect information from the consumer.

60 Ibid, p 17
61 See the blog of Krediidiinfo AS “The Possibility of the Natural Persons Credit Registry”, 12.11.2012, see here (last accessed 23.11.2014): http://blog.krediidiinfo.ee/2012/11/eraisikute-krediidiregistri-voimalikkusest-eestis/
64 See fn 61
65 Ibid
lending should be done with no unnecessary obstacles, which may bring positive credit reporting as a solution.

On the seminar it was referred to Lithuania who has a workable positive credit reporting system, which has had a good impact on the credit market as the customers have won from it with the creditors and the decisions made in the credit market are more qualified. This has provided status in Lithuania where the debtors have less problems with overindebtedness. In Lithuania the central bank (Bank of Lithuania) is responsible for supervision of the consumer-credit market, approved the rules for calculation of the annual % rate of charge, the principles associated with responsible lending and evaluation of consumer creditworthiness, the rules for lenders' inclusion on the list of providers of credit, the guidelines on the advertisement of financial services and rules on the provision of the obligatory information to the Bank of Lithuania. This kind of action raised the concern on creation of “black economy” through which people who may not be credit payable will take loan from other than legal creditors who must comply with the state's legislation. However, the banks in Lithuania welcomed the legislation. As is in Lithuanian regulation, so is in Estonia, the system of consumer credit is based on the business to consumer relationship (also known as B2C). The parties to the consumer-credit contract are the consumer and the lender of consumer credit. In Lithuania the creditor is not defined only as a credit institution.

In Estonia a credit can be taken also from a non-credit institutions, for example the creditor is an instant loan provider. Instant loans typically have a short maturity term and the loans are provided by private enterprises. These kind of private enterprises are not supervised by Estonia's Financial Supervision Authority (FSA). The FSA monitors only credit institutions – that is, entities whose main activities are to give out loans and accept deposits. As the instant-loan providers do not accept deposits, they are not regarded as credit institutions and hence are not subject to supervision by the FSA.

66 See fn 61
68 Ibid
69 Ibid
71 Ibid, p 121
Estonia has stated that with creating a positive credit registry it must be taken into account that this kind of a system will contain natural persons private data, which must be processed by the principles stated in the Personal Data Protection Act (further as PDPA).\textsuperscript{72}

The principles in the PDPA will be discussed later in the paper.

\textbf{2.1. \textquotedblleft No!	extquotedblright\ by Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate}

Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate (DPI) has said in its opinion to Consumer Protection Board, when it released on the 10\textsuperscript{th} October to the press the idea of creating a positive credit registry in Estonia.\textsuperscript{73}

“Data to be processed for estimating creditworthiness is personal data. Personal data processing must be carried out with the consent of the data subject. Therefore there are principles in Estonian legislation that set the rules when to process data:

1. third party has a legitimate interest to process the data;
2. data forwarder has identified the legitimate interest of the third party, checked the accuracy of the data and registered the data proceeding;
3. data proceeded is not delicate;
4. it does not overly damage the data subject's legitimate interests;
5. the breach of contract has been over 30 days;
6. the breach of contract has taken place less than 3 years.”\textsuperscript{74}

The Inspectorate states that above mentioned principles must be taken into account at the same time. The Inspectorate finds that current legislation does not allow creating a positive credit registry as the bullet points 5 and 6 cannot be carried out correctly. Bullet point 3 must be evaluated in the context.\textsuperscript{75}

\textsuperscript{73} Data Protection Inspectorate 29.10.2014 note No 1.2.-2/14/1762
\textsuperscript{74} Ibid, p 1
\textsuperscript{75} Ibid
DPI finds that legitimate interest can be in situations, where the creditor assures that with the knowledge about the debtor, and will not make a contract with a person who might not be able to pay back the loan. The legitimate interest cannot be curiosity and not a potential sign of making a contract.\textsuperscript{76} The legitimate interest must be from the credibility of the data receiver and concrete connection with a payment default person – either through possible loan offer, possible housing offer for rent, possible business partner etc.\textsuperscript{77} This viewpoint is recognised also in the explanation of the PDPA § 11 subsection 6 where it is bared in mind legitimate interest of a third party to avoid making a contract with unreliable person is considered cogent.

DPI said in the case 3-3-1-70-11\textsuperscript{78} that PDPA § 11 subsection 6 in accordance with § 14 subsection 1 point 4 and subsection 2 allows to publicise personal data only for evaluating creditworthiness and not for reassurance to the creditor that the contract will be fulfilled.\textsuperscript{79} EDPI stated in its opinion that PDPA does not permit to publicise persons debts to third parties for the purpose to humiliate the debtor, since the breach of contract does not characterize the debtor permanently from the negative aspect. Due to that the creditor should not process personal data and forward it forever. \textsuperscript{80} From that arisen case Supreme Court answered to 2 questions: 1) in what kind of balance are PDPA § 11 subsections 6 and 7 and § 14 subsection 4; & 2) does PDPA allow to publicise data to credit reporting institution and third parties without the consent of data subject or not under PDPA § 11 subsection 6.\textsuperscript{81}

The Supreme Court found that PDPA § 11 subsections 6 and 7 only regulate processing data to third parties for evaluation of creditworthiness or for a similar act, but § 14 regulates processing data in any way without data subjects consent. § 11 subsections 6 and 7 are special regulations and is meant as a special way of processing data. This aim is confirmed in the DPD art 7 (f).\textsuperscript{82} This means that evaluating credit worthiness goes solely under § 11 subsection 6 and 7, and not § 14 subsections 1 and 2.\textsuperscript{83}

\textsuperscript{76} Ibid
\textsuperscript{77} Ibid, p 2
\textsuperscript{78} Estonian Supreme Court Case No 3-3-1-70-11, AS EMT vs DPI
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid, point 1
\textsuperscript{80} Ibid
\textsuperscript{81} See fn 78, point 12
\textsuperscript{82} See fn 78, point 12
\textsuperscript{83} Ibid
Person who forwards the (personal) data to a third party is responsible for the correct information and is therefore the responsible processor. The same applies even in the situation where the processor is authorized processor, since the data forwarder is responsible for the correct information.\textsuperscript{84}

Publicising data has a wider meaning than forwarding data to a third party who has a legitimate interest. But data forwarding means making the data available to an unspecified amount of persons and this kind of act must fulfil the requirements in § 11 subsection 6.\textsuperscript{85} DPD art 7 (a) is the only point where the data processor must have data subjects consent, not points (b)-(f), which means that Estonian data regulation must be in accordance as close as possible, in order for no contravention with EU's regulation. Due to that the data subjects consent is not needed for the evaluation of the credit worthiness nor for the forwarding to third parties.\textsuperscript{86}

What concerns the time limit of processing data in the third parties legitimate interest, it must be taken into account that the longer the data is being processed the more it affects data subjects rights, such as the right to personal life.\textsuperscript{87} The longer the time for data processing is needed the more must the data processor defend the need for it, as when it comes to credit worthiness and fulfilling the contract, a breach of contract cannot be seen as a permanent characteristic for the data subject / debtor.\textsuperscript{88} Time limit for data processing in credit reporting must correspond to the General Part of the Civil Code Act\textsuperscript{89} § 147 which is about the beginning of the limitation period and it is either 3 years or 10 years (if the breach of contract was made in purpose).\textsuperscript{90}

Collecting and updating information in the (positive) credit information registry is a data

\textsuperscript{84} Ibid, point 14
\textsuperscript{85} Ibid, point 16
\textsuperscript{86} Ibid, point 18 & 19
\textsuperscript{87} Ibid, point 22
\textsuperscript{88} Ibid
\textsuperscript{89} General Part of the Civil Code Act, see here (last accessed 29.11.2014): https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/Riigikogu/act/528032014002/consolide#be9e3042-a426-4791-8d12-3fca3b5a14ad
\textsuperscript{90} See fn 78, point 23
processing action. What can be considered as unlawful processing in the credit information registries? In the case T-259/03 action for non-contractual liability based on acts and omissions of OLAF. The core of the case was a leak of information to a journalist; its annual report with information about the investigation; and its press statement. In this case the court answered on the burden of proof question, personal data definition, defined the processing of personal data and lawfulness. The wrong processing of data was defined as unauthorised transmission of personal data to a journalist by someone inside OLAF and the publication of press release each constitute processing of personal data.

The unlawful act with the processing was about the leak, which meant that it was done as an unauthorized transmission. In this situation OLAF had to proof why this kind of leak did not violate its obligations under EU’s law. OLAF had to see forward that if there is an unauthorised leak, then it may end with the fact that the public gets information that it does not need.

How does this case apply to (positive) credit information registry? Credit information register is meant for either only credit institutions or creditors in general. Therefore it is necessary to define what is credit and on what conditions is a person (either legal entity or natural person or both) considered as creditor. But if to bare in mind CIA idea of responsible lending, then credit information register is meant for credit institutions. Therefore the leak by using credit reporting can be made in cases when the information is accessed to a credit institution who has no interest, i.e. there is not a plan to make a contract with the debtor, or the information is leaked to a third party who does not fall under the category of a credit institution or a creditor in general. Therefore a (positive) credit reporting system must be held by an institution, who will give out credit information only on the grounds of Estonian data protection legislation and on the principle set in the CIA and LOA – responsible lending. This way it is possible to avoid information leaks. Probably the best institution to run the positive credit information registry is in Estonia its...

91 DPD 95/46/EC, art 2 (b)
92 Nikolaou v. Commission, 12.09.2007
93 OLAF – European Anti-Fraud Office
94 See fn 92, p 16
95 Ibid, p 17
96 Ibid
central bank Eesti Pank, whose responsibility is to ensure financial stability through the formulation of financial sector policy and the development of the financial-sector safety net and also contribution to stable and sustainable economic development in Estonia, consultation of the government and cooperation with other central banks and international institutions. But it should not mean that Eesti Pank should not be controlled by the DPI for lawful and justified data processing.

Estonian Banking Association has asked from the DPI if 1) current Estonian laws are enough to create a positive credit registry in Estonia; 2) is positive credit registry in harmony with Estonian data protection legislation; & 3) would credit registry overly exhaust the data subjects rights. DPI answered that in the current situation of credit market, consumers must give their consent to conditions, where the situation is already formed by the creditor. This kind of consent is indefinite, which in practice comes with the danger that goven consent will be used without legitimate interest by the data processors. This means that under current legislation on data protection, positive credit registry would not comply with the law.

The DPI principle is quite noble, but it is not sure quite on what is based their opinion and if they have checked the opinion with the judicial practice. Usually it is either the data subject who claims that there has been a breach of data processing or the claim is made by the data protection authority whose obligation is to keep an eye on the lawful use of (personal) data. When the claim is made that there has been a breach on the data use, then who and what should be proofed? What is the amount of the burden of proof in data protection cases?

In the case F-30/08 the application was about the damages against the Commission pursuant to art 340 TFEU. The art 340 is about the contractual liability of the Union.

---
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the same article there are regulated the situations when there is a case of non-contractual liability. In the case the centre question was the burden of proof for establishing non-contractual liability. In the case it was stated that the normal rule is that the burden of proof is on the applicant to establish: a) the illegal action of an institution: b) damages caused by such action; & c) proof that the damages were cause by the illegal action of the institution. But it should be noted that the burden of proof shifts to the institution when a fact giving rise to damages could have resulted from various causes, and the institution has not introduced any element of proof as to which was the true case.103

EDPI has stated in its letters that with a positive credit list, where the time limit is unknown, natural persons are at risk, since third parties have access to their personal data and use the information unlawfully. For example was brought the case where for example people with previous default payments get fired in first order.104 It is a little unclear the statement according to which ten years ago default payment can affect a person after ten years time, since the information must be taken down after three years since the debt was settled.105 But if to think that positive credit information registry is meant for the use to credit institutions or creditors in general (depends which law will be applied when creating this kind of register), the only damage of default payment information will bring, is that the debtor will not get more credit until the creditor decides to take the risk and hand one out. The logic behind it is based on the simple truth – the business plan of a creditor, does not matter if it is a credit institution or not, is to hand out a loan and to get the loan back with profit. If a natural person will not get a loan based on the false information in the credit registry, the natural person has the right to know about contained information and also to correct it. In this kind of case, the natural persons burden of proof is to show basically the income and obligations that must be paid from the permanent income. This kind of burden of proof goes under the logic in the above mentioned case and cannot be considered as an overly exhausting burden.

Even though Estonian Banking Association has asked about the harmony, in its answer the Inspectorate should have given guidelines either how to make it work with the current
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legislation. Given the word that “the law must be specified”106 is too little information as the trend in Europe is to move forward for a better credit system, which does include a better credit reporting system. ACCIS has for example stated that creditworthiness assessments should include not only an assessment of the borrowers financial ability to repay the debt, but also the likelihood that he will be willing to do so and will not delay the payments or seek to avoid them.107 EU adopted on the 4th of February 2014 Mortgage Credit Directive, which aims to create a Union-wide mortgage market with high level of consumer protection. It applies to both secured credit and home loans. In this directive it has provisions of consumer information requirements, a consumer creditworthiness assessment obligation etc.108 The given idea of the borrowing-lending principle refers to responsible lending.

3. Responsible lending principle

As there have been discussions about the need for creating a positive credit register, that would include all the credit information, total income of private persons, and obligations that are officially registered. It is argued that a positive credit register would offer a possibility to focus on actual creditworthiness and its sustainability by the applicant.109 The greatest impact of use of a positive credit register would probably be a decrease in the credit risk for creditors. It would also aid in implementation of the principle of responsible lending. It is suggested that a positive credit register would help to decrease the amount of unpaid loans: surveys by the World Bank Group and comparison of Estonia with other countries suggest that a positive credit register could decrease unpaid loans by 50% and consumer loan's interest by about 30%. On the other hand, creation of a positive register raises privacy concerns, and there has not yet been a political decision on this issue.110 In Estonia is only a privately held negative credit register, which is maintained by a public limited company, AS Krediidiinfo, as one of its publicly available business services (the register of payment disorders).111 Creditors who have interest to see if the borrower is with
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defaults, may access the register by making a contract with Krediidiinfo AS and ask for credit reports.

When it comes to credit reporting, it is often, if not always, referred to responsible lending principle. 'Bad' borrowers are connected to 'bad' creditors and that the 'the creditor is not forced to give out credit'.\(^{112}\) According to a case in Estonia\(^ {113}\), this is the core of responsible lending: if creditors were paying more attention to consumers creditworthiness when making their credit decisions in the first place, there would be many fewer defaulting consumers. The principle of responsible lending is set forth in the full harmonisation Consumer Credit Directive (CCD).\(^ {114}\) CCD gives Member States a broad discretion over regulation of how exactly the creditor is to assess the consumer's creditworthiness and what the sanctions should be for the breach of contract.\(^ {115}\) Under Estonian law, apart from general data-protection rules, there is no special regulation on dissemination of debtors' data. The data obtained is from the users of the register or from other creditors. Information about when and on what grounds the debt arose, when the obligation ended, and the approximate amount of the debt is held in the register.\(^ {116}\)

In the Estonian Supreme Court case No 3-2-1-136-12\(^ {117}\) was stated:

“Under the LOA\(^ {118}\) § 14 subsection 1 the creditor must analyse the creditworthiness. This means that creditor may collect data and evaluate impartially whether from the credit might become a difficulty or cause negative financial consequences. Responsible lending principle in the Credit Institution Act\(^ {119}\) is § 83 subsection 3. If the creditor knows about all the major details and from the suspicious ones that may stop the creditor to give the loan, the creditor must inform the debtor under the LOA § 14 subsection 2. If the creditor does not follow the responsible lending principle, the debtor may request for the compensation of damage under LOA § 14
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and § 115 subsection 1. This is stated for the reason to not put the debtor in a situation where he would have not been without the loan and have the right for compensation under LOA § 127 subsection 1. in other words this is the principle to not have negative interest and compensate for the fail of reliability. /.../

The main obligations related to responsible lending are the obligations to acquire information that gives the creditor the possibility of assessing the creditworthiness of the customer, judge creditworthiness, and give the consumer corresponds to his or her needs and financial situation.\textsuperscript{120} The same principle was stated in the Supreme Court case No 3-2-1-169-13:

“CIA § 83 subsection 3 states the responsible lending principle due to which the creditor must evaluate for the debtor his creditworthiness enough, so there would not be a situation where the credit will be given to a debtor who will not be able to pay it back from the everyday salary or other personal assets. This way should be provided a situation, where the debtor will not be a “credit slave” due to which he would be in need to take new loans, lose assets and become insolvent. If the creditor analyses the debtors situation and finds that the debtor cannot pay back the loan, the creditor may not extend the loan time-limit in which the debtor's credit obligation will be worse due to creditors taken pay for it. This kind of action is in contravention of the responsible lending principle.”

It has to be taken into account that, according to the law, the consumer has to receive enough explanations. What is enough is not defined in the law and has to be determined case-specifically.\textsuperscript{121} Estonian Supreme Court has stated clearly the importance of the responsible lending principle and the need to fulfil it by the creditors. The principle is stated in Estonian CIA, which § 1 subsection 1 sets “This Act regulates the foundation, activities, dissolution, liabilities and supervision of credit institutions.” Now, if to think of the arguments of DPI it raises the question who is the third party who may not see the credit reporting about data subject? Is the third party meant as data subject B who may not have access because of the lack of legitimate interest of data subject A? If the answer is yes, then the DPI has not quite answered the question whether it would comply with
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Estonian legislation to create a positive credit registry.

When taking into account that responsible lending principle corresponds to credit institutions, then the access to credit reporting system should be to these kind of institutions only. Of course it must be clearly stated who is a credit institution? Should the credit institution have an exception, in order for the instant loan providers to have access to credit reporting, in order not to hand out loan to a default borrower? Part of the answer should be in CIA § 2 subsection 1 where is stated “This Act applies to all credit institutions being founded, founded and operating in Estonia, to parent companies and subsidiaries thereof, including financial holding companies, mixed-activity holding companies and mixed financial holding companies, as well as the branches and representative offices of credit institutions.” From the CIA § 2 subsection 1 it is understandable that this law and in its regulation in § 83 subsection 1 applies to credit institutions only. From these to paragraphs can be ratiocinated that Telecom companies who for example give out 700 € phone by after-payment principle should not be considered in credit reporting system as a data processor with legitimate interest. But should this be so? Stated question will be analysed below.

3.1. Art 7 in DPD

Creditors may refer to responsible lending principle in the case of data collection and processing. What is the legal ground for using data subjects information in the odds of creditor? Credit institution has no right to bring in a contract a condition by which it has the right to process and collect data as the institution feels the need. This would not be lawful towards a data subject, who has to know and have the opportunity to foresee the scope of the data processing and collecting, when making a contract with the creditor.\textsuperscript{122} Credit institutions usually have a general condition in contracts to which the credit institution may provide data subject's data to its collaboration partners. This is too broad conditions as the collaboration partners can be seen as anyone who owns an account in the credit institution entity.\textsuperscript{123} Financial service providers must explain to data subject before demanding the consent, why the data collection and processing is necessary, in order to

\textsuperscript{122} M. Männiko “Right to Privacy and Data Protection”, Juura 2011, 170
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make sure that the data subject has given the consent by being fully aware of the consequences.\textsuperscript{124}

95/46/EC states in art 7:

“Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:

a) the data subject has unambiguously given his consent; or

b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract; or

c) processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject; or

d) processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or in a third party to whom the data are disclosed; or

f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interest pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection under art 1(1).”

In the art 7 the right to processes data is written with the word “or”, which means that in order to process the data, the processor must not fulfil all the points a-f at once. Data can be processed when the legitimate interest corresponds at to one point. Since Estonia is a Member State in the EU, its legislation must comply with the DPD. In Estonian PDPA the rules for processing personal data is set under Chapter 2 “Permission for Processing Personal Data”, under which are § 10 – permission for processing personal data; § 11 – disclosure of personal data; § 12 – consent of data subject for processing of personal data; § 13 – processing of personal data after death of data subject; § 14 – processing of personal data without consent of data subject; § 15 – notification of data subject of processing of
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personal data; § 16 – processing of personal data for scientific research or official statistics needs; § 17 automated decisions & § 18 – transfer of personal data to foreign countries.

Estonian data protection has set out art 7 principles into chapter 2, where creditworthiness evaluation principle is set under § 11. In the opinion letters from the DPI, it was stated that the data subject may withdraw his consent at any given point. In Estonia, Sweden and Denmark the main problem for data protection is the data subjects right to withdraw at any given point from his consent. In countries like Finland and Norway there is no such right. This kind of right to withdraw from the consent at any given point is quite unusual.125

Consent is also seen as expression of will. In civil proceedings it is not possible to withdraw from the will at any given point.126 Taking a loan is mostly a civil proceeding. What should be done in a credit action which has taken place in accordance with civil proceedings? Two persons, a creditor and debtor have made a contract, where the debtor has given his consent to process personal data in cases, where he fails to fulfil the obligations stated in the contract. The creditor uses his and processes debtors data to a credit reporting. After breach of contract, the debtor withdraws his consent. What should the creditor do?127

When reading EU’s directive 95/46/EC it is stated that “personal data may be processed only if” and all the following principles in art 7 are separated with the word “or”. This means that under art 7 the data subjects consent may not be a must if the action is taken under the principle art 7(f). If to read together Estonian data regulation § 14 subsection 1 p 1 “Processing of personal data is permitted without the consent of a data subject if the personal data are to be processed: 1) on the basis of law.” In the same regulation § 11 subsection 6 “Processing of personal data intended to be communicated to third persons for assessing the creditworthiness of persons or other such purpose is permitted only if: 1) the third person has legitimate interest to process personal data; 2) the person communicating the personal data has established the legitimate interest of the third person, verified the accuracy of the data to be communicated and registered the data transmission.” As is
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understood under Estonian regulation, then it is allowed to process personal data without data subjects given consent, when the law allows it and the process of data subject information is allowed when talking about estimating creditworthiness, but it is allowed only in the case, where the legitimate interest of a third party is cleared. How to find out legitimate interest?

3.2. Legitimate Interest According to Article 29 Working Party

This chapter will bring out art 29 Working Party opinion on art 7 (f) in DPD in order to analyse balancing test under Estonian PDPA. Art 7 (f) in the DPD is: “processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interest pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection under art 1(1).”

Art 7 (f) is the last of six grounds for the lawful processing of personal data. In effect it requires a balancing of the legitimate interests of the controller, or any third parties to whom the data are disclosed, against the interests or fundamental rights of the data subject. Art 7 (f) is the last of six grounds for the lawful processing of personal data. In effect it requires a balancing of the legitimate interests of the controller, or any third parties to whom the data are disclosed, against the interests or fundamental rights of the data subject.

This provision should not be treated as “a last resort” for rare or unexpected situations where other grounds for legitimate processing are deemed not to apply. In Estonia under PDPA the “last resort” would be § 11 subsection 6 point 2, where it is stated that “processing of personal data intended to be communicated to third persons for assessing the creditworthiness of persons or other such purpose is permitted only if the person communicating the personal data has established the legitimate interest of the third person, verified the accuracy of the data to be communicated and registered the data transmission”.

However, 7(f) or § 11 subsection 6 pt 2 should not be automatically chosen, or its use unduly extended on the basis of a perception that it is less constraining than the other grounds. A proper assessment is not a straight forwarded balancing test consisting merely
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of weighing two easily quantifiable and comparable 'weights' against each other. Rather, the test requires full consideration of a number of factors, so as to ensure that the interests and fundamental rights of data subjects are duly taken into account.\textsuperscript{131} “At the same time it is scalable which can vary from simple test include:

- the nature and source of legitimate interest and whether the data processing is necessary for the exercise of a fundamental right, is otherwise in the public interest, or benefits from recognition in the community concerned;
- the impact on the data subject and their reasonable expectations about what will happen to their data, as well as the nature of the data and how they are processed;
- additional safeguards which could limit undue impact on the data subject, such as data minimisation, privacy-enhancing technologies; increased transparency, general and unconditional right to opt-out and data portability.”\textsuperscript{132}

The criteria listed in art 7 are related to the broader principle of “lawfulness” set forth in art 6 (1.a), which \textbf{insists} that personal data must be processed “fairly and lawfully”. “Personal data shall only be processed based on the data subject's unambiguous consent, or if processing is necessary for:

- performance of a contract with the data subject;
- compliance with a legal obligation imposed on the controller;
- protection of the vital interests of the data subject;
- performance of a task carried out in the public interest; or
- legitimate interests pursued by the controller, subject to additional balancing test against the data subject's rights and interests.”\textsuperscript{133}

Art 7 (f) permits processing subject to a balancing test, which weighs the legitimate interests of the controller – or the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed –
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against the interests or fundamental rights of the data subjects. It is sometimes incorrectly seen as an “open door” to legitimise any data processing which does not fit in one of the other legal grounds.\(^\text{134}\) Art 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights\(^\text{135}\) adopted in 1950 incorporates the right to privacy, which prohibits any interference with the right to privacy except if by the law and if it is needful in order to satisfy certain types of specifically listed, compelling public interests.\(^\text{136}\)

### 3.3. Balancing Test

Cases like ASNEF and FECEMED\(^\text{137}\) put European Court of Justice (ECJ) to observe that art 7 (f) sets out two conditions, which are cumulative and must be fulfilled in order for the processing or personal data be lawful: a) “the processing of the personal data must be necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed” & b) such interests must not be overridden by the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject.”\(^\text{138}\) It followed that, in relation to the processing of personal data, art 7 (f) counteracts Member States rules which, in the absence of the data subject's consent, impose requirements that are additional to the two cumulative conditions set out in the preceding paragraph 6. But it must be taken into account that the second point of the mentioned conditions require a balancing of the opposing rights and interests concerned with depends on the single-case circumstances of the particular situation in question and in the context of which the person or the institution which carries out the balancing must take account the significance of the data subject's rights arising from art 7-8 of the ECHR.\(^\text{139}\) Art 7 from the ECHR states briefly “no punishment without law” and art 8 from the ECHR states briefly “Right to respect for private and family life”.\(^\text{140}\)

So what should one consider when thinking of a balancing test under art 7 (f) under DPD? The questions to be asked are: what is necessary for the legitimate interests of the
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controller or third party that must be balanced against the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject? The outcome of the balancing test determines whether art 7 (f) may be relied upon as a legal ground for processing. Balancing test is a specific test, for cases that do not fit in the scenarios pre-defined under grounds 7(a-e). It ensures that, outside these scenarios, any processing has to meet the requirements of a balancing test, taking duly into account the interests and fundamental rights of the data subject.  

Legitimate interest requires a “necessity” test unlike the other grounds set forward in art 7 of the DPD.  

It is in significant matter to determine the exact rationale of the contract, such as its substance and fundamental objective, as it is against this that it will be tested whether the data processing is necessary for its performance. Processing of basic information of the data subject, for example name, address and reference to outstanding contractual obligations, to send formal reminders should still be considered as falling within the processing of data necessary for the performance of a contract. It should be marked that some processing activities may appear to be close to falling under art 7 (c) or (b) without fully meeting the criteria for these grounds to apply. This does not mean that such processing is always necessarily unlawful. It may sometimes be legitimate, but rather under 7 (f), subject to the balancing test. When doing the balancing test, the objective should be to identify the threshold for what constitutes a legitimate interest. If the data controller's legitimate is not so legitimate, but more of illegitimate style, the balancing test will not come into play as the initial threshold for use of art 7 (f) will not have been reached.  

In the short conclusion, legitimate interest must be under art 7 (f) and fulfil the ground of lawfulness, such as accordance with the EU regulation and national law; be sufficiently clearly articulated to allow the balancing test to be carried out against the interests and fundamental rights of the data subject, for example sufficiently clear and represent a real and present interest, and not be speculative. Of course it must be taken into account that
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what can be considered as a legitimate interest can change in time, depending on scientific and technological developments in addition to the changes in society and cultural attitudes.\textsuperscript{146}

3.4. Positive credit reporting and balancing test

Positive credit reporting is a system where obligations of the borrower are collected into one big file. This kind of system helps creditors to concentrate on customers' creditworthiness and evaluate debtors' ability to keep up with the loan payments. Thanks to that, the creditor does not have to spend resources on finding out if the debtor is able to pay the credit. This logic helps to reduce the costs of handing out the loan, as the banks can avoid over-indebtedness and not give loans to customers who may not have enough income for it.

Each lender of credit has an obligation to collect information proving its fulfilment of the obligation to evaluate consumer creditworthiness.\textsuperscript{147}

By giving the credit reporting system into central bank hands, the obligation to check the correspondence to the law, is in the state's hand. But if the credit reporting system would be a private entity, then it should be monitored under the Data Protection Inspectorate's eye. There might be two options: once a month the private entity will hand out summing-ups of the requests to the Data Protection Inspectorate, who will analyse the requests; or the credit reporting system will be given into Data Protection Inspectorate at first place, who will comply with the Estonian Central Bank as to confirm the information about the legitimate interest coming from a credit institution.

The balancing test should be made available to credit institutions, where when a credit institution hands out an application, the application must contain a logical structure where the legitimate interest must be shown.

Art 7 (f) is often used in enforcement of legal claims including debt collection via out-of-court procedures. Accordingly, an interest can be considered as legitimate as long as the controller can pursue this interest in a way that is in accordance with data protection and
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other stated legislation. Otherwise said: a legitimate interest must be “acceptable under the law”.\textsuperscript{148} Having a legal ground does not relieve the data controller of its obligations under art 6 of the DPD with regard to fairness, lawfulness, necessity and proportionality, and of course quality of the data. Legitimate interest is an alternative ground and should be sufficient of it fulfils the requirements. It should be noted that legitimate interest is a cumulative ground that must comply with all other data protection principles and requirements that may be applicable.\textsuperscript{149} Responsible lending is understood as a lending activity of the lender during which consumer credit is granted in observance of certain provisions that create preconditions for the proper assessment of the consumer credit borrower's creditworthiness and precluding the consumer's possible assumption of the burden of excessive financial obligations.\textsuperscript{150} Creditworthiness is evaluated by consumers sustainability of the consumer's income, the credit history of the consumer, and potential changes in income. The creditor must check all information from the data sources available to it in observance of the requirements of the law, including the requirements of data protection. For example in Lithuania there are no specific rules for creditors on how to collect data about consumer credit, debts, or debtors.\textsuperscript{151} The same situation is in Estonia. There are no specific rules on how to collect data other than to check Credit Info Register, which is a negative list and it is possible to access. The creditworthiness of the consumer should not be assessed in only an abstract way. The aim of the assessment is to judge the ability of the consumer to assume the specific financial responsibility that, jointly with other financial responsibilities, the consumer would be able to fulfil.\textsuperscript{152}

PDPA states in § 11 subsection 6 the concept of legitimate interest use. So first requirement is to data processor, who must process the data in the processors legitimate interest or for those of a third party to whom the processor discloses it.\textsuperscript{153} This means that third party in credit reporting system is the system holder who gets data from the data collectors, in other words from the credit institutions. Second requirement for the legitimate interest must be balanced against the interests of the individual concerned. The condition will not be in
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compliance if the processing is unwarranted because of its prejudicial effect on the rights and freedoms, or legitimate interests of the individual. The data processors' interests do not need to be in harmony with those of the individual for the condition to be met. But it should be bared in mind where there is a significant mismatch between competing interests, the individual's legitimate interests will come first.\footnote{Ibid} So when speaking about the credit reporting system, the legitimate interest of the data processor and collector, must be in balance with the legitimate interests of the data subject. Data subject who wants a loan from the credit institutions, does not want to become a “credit slave” and should not become a “credit slave” from the point of a healthy society. Credit institutions' interest is to give a loan with a profit, which means not to give out loans to debtors, who are not able to pay them back. In order to be sure that the credit will go a payable person, credit institution needs to check the background. In the second condition of the evaluation of the legitimate interests, all, data subjects and credit institution and third parties legitimate interests meet in a balanced form.

For example, until 2012 credit databases were not regulated by Latvian law, however, the Law on Extrajudicial Recovery of Debt, introduced special requirements applicable to negative-credit databases. According to that law, the debtor shall be included in a negative-credit database only if having delayed payment for more than 60 days. The information may be stored in the database for three years from the moment at which the debt is paid; otherwise, the information is stored in keeping with the statute of limitations, for 10 years.\footnote{I. Kačevka “A Strict Regulatory Framework for SMS Credit and Its Effectiveness in Latvia”, Juridica International. Law Review. University of Tartu (1632), 22/2014, p 144} A third party may receive information from such a database if there is an agreement concluded between the creditor and the third party and also if the debtor has indicated acceptance in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Law.\footnote{Ibid} As is known, the creditor is not only a credit institution, when it comes to Estonia or Latvia, but the creditor is also entity who does not take deposit. In practice, each SMS creditor and debt-recovery company keeps its own credit database. In parallel and for example the Bank of Latvia maintains its own credit register. Consequently, there is no single uniform register of negative and positive credit, so highly objective information can not always be received.
about a prospective client.\textsuperscript{157} In Latvia, for example, if the instant loan is less than 427 € and monthly payments do not exceed 71 €, the creditor is permitted to rely only on the information given by the consumer.\textsuperscript{158}

The third condition for the data processing is for it to be fair and lawful and must comply with all the data protection principles.\textsuperscript{159} This condition raises the questions who should have the access to data subjects information? And why should there be an access? Now, as mentioned above, CIA sets in Estonia the responsible lending principle. The same regulation sets that responsible lending concerns credit institutions. If to think only from the CIA regulation perspective, then the fair and lawful processing would be only carried out if the data subjects information will be exchanged only between credit institutions and third party, who should be the credit system holder. But what about PDPA § 11 subsection 6? This states “third persons for assessing the creditworthiness /.../ and 2) the person communicating the personal data has established the legitimate interest of the third person, verified the accuracy of the data to be communicated and registered the data transmission.”\textsuperscript{160} Now under the PDPA it is possible to read out that person who has a legitimate interest for evaluating creditworthiness should have access to process data subjects information on financial status. This means that Telecom companies who for example hand out phones on the after-payment rules, should be able to check whether the customer can pay it. This raises the conflict as states the Data Protection Inspectorate, who has expressed the concern in the letter to Estonian Consumer Protection Board. But in the stated arguments, Data Protection Inspectorate has said that for reliable contract there is only needed the information on uNoeliable persons, who cannot fulfil their monetary obligations.\textsuperscript{161} This statement arises the question – should credit institution or third party with the legitimate interest have the possibility to check the creditworthiness only for finding out the information about data subject, which confirms that data subject has been in payment default? If so is meant in the letters by the Data Protection Inspectorate, then it conflicts the principle of the CIA – responsible lending. By not having the chance to evaluate the situation of the borrower, it may stipulate a situation, where today's borrower
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after getting tomorrow's loan may not be under-indebted on the day after tomorrow. The core idea of the responsible lending is to protect individuals and let them have money not only for paying the loans, but also to have a full and healthy lifestyle.

4. Personal Data

What is privacy? Privacy is person's private sphere, which also means private life. The right to private life is just a part of a person's general rights to define himself. This includes the right to choose how to live and what to be. Privacy includes in itself data subjects identity, which is name, identity number or tax number, ethnic belonging, physical characteristics and social belonging. Privacy contains also the right to have private space, which is home; social activity, which is family, the right to choose contacts and sexual orientation; and also physical definition, which is the right to make a decision about being pregnant; and protection of the environment, which can be seen as the right to demand from third parties to stop acting in a way that may cause damage to the space that the data subject is living or using.

Some find that PDPA is too stiff and it is not imposed in accordance with other Estonian laws. The right to impinge privacy is allowed when it is in accordance with the law and if it is necessary in a democratic state, which means necessity for the state security, for the security of the society, for the welfare of state's economy, to prevent crime, to protect health, to prevent morality and for the protection of freedoms and rights of fellow data subjects.

What goes under the protection of state's economy welfare? This means data subjects right to have privacy may be impinged in situation where the public economy is more important than the right to have privacy. Such can be for example in a situation where the landlord wants to conk out of a rental contract. In this case, if the landlord does not explain why he needs the rented place for his own benefits, he may loose the right to conk out of a rental contract.

---
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contract before the end of the contract. In this kind of situation the state has the obligation to provide tenants rights, which may in certain circumstances be higher than the will of the landlord to conk out of the rental contract, because he feels so. What goes under the protection of the freedoms and rights of third parties? This includes the test, where there must be thought of the balance between data subject right to have data protection and third parties freedoms and rights since the core of the data protection is to provide privacy.

In which case should it be thought of making the balancing test – the state's economy or freedoms and rights of third parties? Balancing test should be made in both cases, since they can be seen separately but as well together. The freedoms and rights of a creditor are in states concern, for example the taxes are collected from the economies circulation. Providing information on persons debt history may work against the idea of it as it may keep the debtor from having the chance to find a job.

Data protection protects the personal data, which is information about self-determination. This is information that helps to identify the data subject. It is easy to identify if the data processing has been legal since it comes from the law. The obstacle is when is talked about justified data processing. Justified data processing is when the data subject is aware of data processing and collecting. He is able to give his consent or refuse of giving the permission. If to think about credit reporting, especially positive credit reporting system, then could it be seen that there is a need for data subjects consent for data collection and processing? A data subject, who is a problematic debtor, may not be so keen on the idea of the data being processed for credit reporting. This provides information to third parties. The interest for a state to have a credit reporting system is understood since the logic is simple – no loan for a debtor who is not able to pay the loan. What questions should be asked when to think of the interest of credit reporting? These questions could be: 1) what is the protected right and the scope of it; 2) what kind of obligations has the state in this kind
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of matter; 3) has there been an interferes to one's right? If the last question gets “yes”, then there should be asked: 1) has it been legal; 2) did it have legitimate interest; 3) is it necessary in a democratic state; 4) is it proportionate with the purpose; 5) what is on scale for the data subject; & 6) are there any better solutions?\(^{173}\)

In the law it is provided the right to process data without data subject's consent, such as situation where the party wants to fulfil the obligations stated in the contract with data subject.\(^{174}\) In general the data subject's right to participate in data processing means the right to know which kind of data is processed and the right to demand to correct the data and / or deleting it.\(^{175}\) Data that is collected by credit institutions has benefits for the state, such as in prevention of money laundering.\(^{176}\) Before handing out the loan the creditor usually checks if the debtor has any income. By knowing the income, the state has also an overview of money circulation.\(^{177}\)

Regular contact and / or cooperation between consumer groups and credit reporting institutions can be seen as a way forward to alleviate existing concerns and work toward the efficient functioning of the market for credit data.\(^{178}\) Main concern when talking about the credit reporting systems, especially the positive credit reporting registries, is the breach of personal data. Both the EU regulation and Estonian legislation state that “processing of personal data is any act performed with personal data, including the collection, recording, organisation, storage, alteration, disclosure, granting access to personal data, consultation and retrieval, use of personal data, cross-usage, combination, closure, erasure or destruction of personal data or several of the aforementioned operations, regardless of the manner in which the operations, regardless of the manner in which the operations are carried out or the means used.”\(^{179}\) But what is the personal data that is used and processed in positive credit reporting system? Is any personal data delicate to be processed in the credit reporting system?
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In the light of the PDPA § 5 it could be said with anticipation that under the light of the DPI letter mentioned above\textsuperscript{180}, even processing the data of subjects who are in payment default decision, is illegal as the processing is made only in the interest of the data processor or third party as the last mentioned do not want to hand out a loan to somebody who may not pay it back.

Privacy and data protection means the right to respect for private life and the right to the protection of someone's personal data, both are fairly recent expressions of a universal idea with quite strong ethical dimensions, autonomy and unique value of every human being.\textsuperscript{181} Data Protection Convention\textsuperscript{182} defines the terms 'personal data' and 'data protection'. The last term of the two is broader than 'privacy protection' because it also concerns other fundamental rights and freedoms, and all kind of regardless of their relationship with privacy, and at the same time more limited because it merely concerns the processing of personal information, with other aspects of privacy protection being disregarded.\textsuperscript{183} The main purpose of the Data Protection Convention is to protect individuals against unjustified collection, recording, use and dissemination of their personal details. Personal data must be accurate and up to date.

Data Protection Convention's approach is not that processing of personal data should always be considered as an interference with the right to privacy, but rather that for the protection of privacy and other fundamental rights and freedoms, any processing of personal data must always observe certain legal conditions.\textsuperscript{184} There are plenty of court cases, from ECJ and ECHR, in which is ruled that the protection of personal data is of fundamental importance for a person's enjoyment of the right to respect for private life under art 8 of ECHR, where the concept of 'private life' is not entirely clear, but its scope has increased considerably. According to the case law of the ECHR\textsuperscript{185} it is not limited to 'intimate' situations, but also covers certain aspects of professional life and behaviour.\textsuperscript{186}
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The biggest emphasis is on real responsibility of responsible organisations. Responsibility is not a concept that only comes at the end, when something has gone wrong. It also comes as a proactive obligation to develop adequate data management in practice. This comes out for example in the way it is spoken about data protection, i.e. “taking all appropriate measures to ensure compliance” and “verifying and demonstrating that those measures continue to be effective”. It implies that the burden of proof is in many cases on the responsible organisation: to demonstrate that there is an adequate legal basis for processing, that consent is real consent, and that measures continue to be effective. It also explains a more frequent use of the term ‘accountability’ in data protection discussions.\textsuperscript{187}

The search for the right balance between the need to ensure effective protection of individuals in an often dynamic environment and the need to avoid unnecessary administrative burdens. The discussion about data protection subject has largely been triggered by the fact that the relevant provisions in the proposal for the regulation did not put enough emphasis on the general principles of responsibility and accountability for controllers, but instead went too fast into specific requirements. These requirements have turned the lead to a number of specific exceptions, such as to protect small and medium enterprises from undue administrative burdens. One relevant question is for example what the controller's general obligation to take 'appropriate measures' entails in cases where the specific requirements do not apply.\textsuperscript{188} To find the right answer to the 'appropriate measures' has led to 'risk-based approach'. This should be carefully distinguished from the notion of 'risk' as a threshold condition for any protection to apply.\textsuperscript{189}

A 'progressive' risk-based approach would suggest instead that more detailed obligations should apply where the risk is higher and less burdensome obligation where it is lower. 'Risk-based approach' has two advantages: a) it means that compliance efforts should be primarily directed at areas where this is most needed, by keeping in mind the sensitivity of the data, or the risk involved in a specific processing operation, rather than at a 'box-ticking' exercise to satisfy paper-work requirements; & b) it means that areas of minimal risk could be addressed in a more 'light touch' fashion. It should be emphasized that
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general provisions in the current and future framework are inherently scalable and should therefore always be protected. The specific rights of the data subject should also be available regardless of the risk involved. EU's main focus is not on where the data are, but rather on the responsibility for the data processing. Also on the impact of the data processing on the data subjects. In the scope of the Data Protection Regulation, which will not only apply to all processing in the context of an establishment of the controller in the EU, but also when goods or services are offered on the European market. As well as on the behaviour of data subjects in the EU is monitored, regardless from where. It is here that the difference in character between the rights to respect for private life and the right to the protection of personal data may once again play an important role. If so, then art 7 of DPD will serve as a positive guarantee that the essential elements of the protection of personal data, as set out in this provision, are delivered adequately in practice. Responsible organisations are inclined to see formal notification as the main obligation, rather than the obligation to comply with data protection principles. This has put undue emphasis on the role of data protection authorities at the expense of the key role of controllers to provide good data protection. The obligation to prior notify individual processing operations is now widely perceived as an ineffective and unnecessary administrative burden. Instead, in the future regulation will more emphasise on the responsibility of the controllers. As a result they will not only have to with substantive principles and data subject's rights, but also to take all appropriate measures to ensure compliance, and to verify and demonstrate that those measures exist and continue to be effective. The set of safeguards, like essence of system of checks and balances, consisting of substantive conditions, individual rights, procedural provisions and independent supervision, applies in principle to all processing of personal data.

5. Pros and cons for credit reporting

The right of personal privacy means that everyone has the right to control their own data
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about themselves. So one has the right to only to request keeping one's personal data confidential to the highest possible degree, but also to actively determine the handling of one's personal data and to control content and distribution of their personal data kept by the state or the market players. Credit reporting does not take away he right to be informed of the actions when data subject's data is being processed. The data subject has the right to be informed but such actions.

Credit reporting uses information about persons' financial obligations. So when the consumer understands how they can access and use their credit data, credit files can provide them with a significant financial asset as well as a useful tool for financial planning. So what is the use of a credit reporting system? The use of credit reporting system is: a) all credit providers should be able to access a sufficient range of financial data on their existing or proposed customers to assist them in making credit-granting decisions; b) the credit data that the creditor deems sufficient for an individual credit decision can be retrieved from different sources within the whole ecosystem of credit reporting; c) the decision as to what information should be used for the credit decision should be left to the creditor; & d) The standards for reporting and gathering data should be transparent and well understood by all stakeholders, and the main definitions should be aligned at a national level to achieve comparability.

If there exists only a black list credit reporting system, then borrowers who have defaulted or gone bankrupt in the past can be practically excluded from access to credit for the years that the information remains in their credit file. But if further for information is recorded, positive payment data can counterbalance the past negative effect. Most studies have reported that unpredicted income shocks, for example losing a job, death of spouse or a divorce, are the most common causes of over-indebtedness. If only minimal data about
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delinquencies and bankruptcies is gathered in the credit reporting system, then it will have an effect, where consumers cannot be helped before it is too late. This will not happen if consumers voluntarily turn to the debtor when the early signs of financial distress are starting to show.\textsuperscript{202} But as has said Estonia's Data Protection Inspectorate “Clearly no debtor is interested of the fact that somebody would carry on information on the debtors current or previous debts /.../.”\textsuperscript{203} Data provided in the credit reporting must be sufficient, adequate and accurate, which allows the use of credit decision system, such as statistical scoring models. These systems allow creditors not only to speed up credit decisions, thereby lowering the costs of issuing a loan, but also to base their decisions on a consistent and statistically proven model. Statistical models also standardise credit decisions, minimising the risk of manual errors in creditworthiness assessments. With statistical facilitates, the composition of borrowers reflects more closely the general population, contributing to fairer lending.\textsuperscript{204} Wider credit reporting provides creditors with a greater ability to rely on credit exposure, repayment history and potential rather than assets as collateral.\textsuperscript{205}

The data reported to the Credit Requirement Regulation has gained relevance with the current indebtedness situation of the economy combined with the pressing need of economic agents in all sectors to tone up their activity, including the banking sector. This is the case for example in Portugal. Credit Requirements Regulation data combined with other micro databases has been a key factor in meeting all the data demands in the context of the economic and financial assistance programme. For an efficient use of micro data and to fully explore its value for statistical compilation and analysis two major requirements do exist, namely when combining different micro data-sources, the need for a comprehensive and up-to-date business register and flexible analytical tool to explore the information.\textsuperscript{206}

There has been an analysis that distinct terms 'credit register' and 'credit bureau'. First means that it is a 'public' organisation, regulated and operated by some authority on a non-profit basis, whereas second one refers usually a 'private' profit oriented business. A
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common argument in the dispute of a positive debtor's list allows for more accurate assessment of risks for the banks. By itself this argument is not particularly compelling, as it is not in the public interest to restrict a fundamental human right – the right to respect privacy. Another reason for credit reporting is that more accurate risk assessment could result in the enhance security of the banking sector, increase in the financial stability, thus improving public welfare. The decrease in the number of defaults would also contribute to the consumer protection.

What about the time limit to process the data or to keep it public? DPI has raised the concern on time period that personal data is processed by (positive) credit reporting system. ECJ has ruled this year a ground-braking decision. First question issued was the concern on the territorial scope of DPD. Specifically was raised the concern of 'establishment'. The court found that the answer to the question is that “art 4 (1)(a) of the Directive is to be interpreted as meaning that processing of personal data is carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment of the controller on the territory of a Member State, within the meaning of that provision, when the operator of a search engine sets up in a Member State a branch or subsidiary which is intended to promote and sell advertising space offered by that engine and which orientates its activity towards the inhabitants of that Member State.”

The second question issued was the concern on the extent of the responsibility of the operator of a search engine under Directive 95/46. Under this question the court analysed the legitimate interest, whereby the operator of a search engine carries out data processing under art 7 (f) of the Directive. Art 7 guarantees the right to respect for private life. The court held that the answer to question No 2 is that “art 12 (b) and sub-paragraph (a) of the first paragraph of art 14 of the Directive are to be interpreted as meaning that in order to comply with the right laid down in those provisions and in so far as the conditions laid down by those provisions are in fact satisfied, the operator of a search engine is obliged to remove from the list of results displayed following a search made on the basis of a person's name links to web pages, published by third parties and containing information relating to
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that person, also in a case where that name or information is not erased beforehand or simultaneously from those web pages, and even, as the case may be, when its publication in itself on those pages is lawful.”

And lastly, the third question was about concerning the scope of the data subject's rights guaranteed by Directive 95/46. The essence of the third questions is whether art 12 (b) and sub-paragraph (a) of the first paragraph of art 14 of the Directive “are to be interpreted as enabling the data subject to require the operator of a search engine to remove from the list of results displayed following a search made on the basis of his name links to web pages published lawfully by third parties and containing true information relating to him, on the ground that that information may be prejudicial to him or that he wishes it to be 'forgotten' after a certain time.” The court found that “/.../ when appraising the conditions for the application of those provisions, it should inter alia be examined whether the data subject has a right that the information in question relating to him personally should, at this point time, no longer be linked to his name by a list of results displayed following a search made on the basis of his name, without it being necessary in order to find such a right that the inclusion of the information in question in that list causes prejudice to the data subject. As the data subject may, in the light of his fundamental rights under Charter, request that the information in question no longer be made available to the general public on account of its inclusion in such a list of results, those rights override, as a rule, not only the economic interest of the operator of the search engine but also the interest of the general public in having access to that information upon a search relating to the data subject's name. However that would not be the case if it appeared, for particular reasons, such as the role played by the data subject in public life, that the interference with his fundamental rights is justified by the predominant interest of the general public in having, on account of its inclusion in the list of results, access to the information in question.”

Even though credit reporting systems is not quite the same as is Google search engine, the core idea of the legitimate interest applies on both situations. When to think about the time limit in positive credit registry, the idea is that the creditor could estimate the creditworthiness of the debtor, by seeing already existing obligations. For how long should
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a creditor see the obligations? Legitimate interests comes with the word 'necessity', which means then that the obligation the debtor has should be as long as the obligation is not erased. When the obligation had been fulfilled with no obstacles, it should be erased within 1 month from the credit reporting system. If the obligation had obstacles during fulfilling time, the time of erasing the obligation should depend on the seriousness of the default, but no longer than 3 years. As it is stated currently in the negative credit list that Estonia has.213

The main argument against the credit reporting is the process of personal data. Positive credit reporting exhausts more personal data, as it usually contains all information about the debtors: taken obligations and it shows the payment archive, default and good one. Data Protection Inspectorate has stated that there is no current legislation on how long the data can be contained. The claim that people suffer because of being on the black list 14 years ago, is absurd. 214 If there has been such a situation, then Data Protection Inspectorate has may be failed to protect the data subject right. The loop in the legislation or a clear statement in the legislation which would specifically state for how long can be maintained the data in the credit reporting system, can be fixed by implying a law about the credit reporting system or by adding one point into either PDPA or Credit Institution Act. The loop in current legislation is that the breach of contract must be longer than 30 days and less than 3 years. This idea can be adopted and if implementing credit information system, then the information about an obligation can be up up to 3 years. The claim that everybody who considers themselves as third parties, is little misunderstood in the opinion of the author. Since the legitimate interest has to be shown by the creditor, then third parties who claim to be creditors based on “oral contract” should not have an access to the credit reporting system. Creditors who have written contracts and who's credit starts from 200 €. 215

213 Credit Information Registry website, see here (last accessed 23.11.2014): http://www.krediidiinfo.ee/index.php?m=3 ; the information is only in Estonian, that natural person debt will be taken off after 3 years. In English the information is provided about legal entities, whose debt time is 7 years after the breach of contract settling the debt.

214 See fn 99, p 3

215 Directive 2008/48/EC art 2 (c). This sum should be considered in Estonia, as the minimum wage is in 2014 355 € and from 1st of January 2015 390 €. With this amount of minimum wage, 200 € makes a total of the salary in 2014 56,34% and in 2015 51,28%. If the obligation is higher than 50% of the minimum wage, then this kind of information should be seen in the credit reporting system as these people are vulnerable for over-indebtedness. See here (last accessed 23.11.2014): https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/103122013004#para1
Conclusion

Credit reporting has a lot of positive sides. The main one is that it helps to fulfil the obligation to comply with the principle of responsible lending. It should be noted that credit reporting should be open to creditors, who are qualified as creditors under law. When qualifying creditors, the aim should not be set only to credit institutions as there are creditors who do not take deposits as do credit institutions. Some creditors provide instant loans, easy money to people who have the need for quick money.

Personal data that is used in credit reporting system, should be specified under the law and if Estonia will make a decision in the future to create a positive credit institution, it should take into account, that not all personal data is sensitive and also necessary for the creditor to know. Creditor should know when checking the background on the debtor, which kind of financial obligations the debtor has, for how long are the obligations, have there been default payments and if they where in a small period of time before applying for new credit. Evaluation of the debtor's creditworthiness should not fulfil creditor's personal interest, only business one as the responsible lending principle is aimed to protect the lenders and the borrowers.

Estonian data protection legislation does not provide any obstacles on creating a positive credit reporting registry. The aim to not show too much information in order to protect the debtor from losing the job or somewhat similar, should not be the cause to prevent moving forward for positive credit reporting system. Yes, it can be argued that one is not needed as there should be enough from the information if the debtor has had defaults and whether they have or have not been settled. But this kind of excuse is out of date, as the financial crisis that took place in the end of 2000-s proved that people might set them in over-indebtedness as they do not know the boundaries. Credit institutions, creditors over-all do see the boundaries as it is in their interest to get back the loan with the profit.

Positive credit reporting registry should be under the supervision of the Central Bank, as it does not have such business interest as has a commercial creditor. Central Bank should co-operate or be under the supervision of the DPI when it comes on running the credit
reporting as the DPI's prime obligation is to prevent data breaches.

It can never be perfect the credit reporting, as the registry is run humans and humans tend to make mistakes. As long as they will work on credit reporting with honesty and careful mind on mistakes, the positive credit reporting registry will bring benefits both to consumers and business entities in Estonia.
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